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ðŸ“‡ PDF Scanner Plus - Doc Scanner is your personal scanner for any document, text or image. ðŸ“‡
Turn any paper document, photo or text into a digital one with PDF Scanner Plus just in a click of a button, and then convert into PDF format.

HERE IS WHAT IT CAN DO

ðŸ�¢ CAPTURE
Scan any text, or picture and Scanner Plus will create a digital copy right on your device!
Our smart app will find the borders of the needed area itself, so that you only get what is needed, or change the area yourself if you only want a part of a larger document.

ðŸ�¢ CONVERT
This app will transform the pictures you have taken or already have into a convenient, easy to use PDF document to rewrite on the go or keep it as an image to edit.

ðŸ�¢ COMPILE
Scan multiple pages of lengthy legal documents, receipts or payments to organize them in a one for easy access and editing later.

ðŸ�¢ ADAPT
A blurry or unsaturated image is no problem with the tools already built into this app. 
Alter the brightness of the photograph or transform it into a crisp, black and white image.

ðŸ�¢ STORE
Save the new file anywhere you need on your device and access it anytime with any other app but also with PDF Scanner Plus once again to adjust the file, text or image for the situation you need.

Download our best scanning, format converting and editing app PDF Scanner Plus - Doc Scanner and make your work around the office and home easier.
Updated on
Mar 1, 2024
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Safety starts with understanding how developers collect and share your data. Data privacy and security practices may vary based on your use, region, and age. The developer provided this information and may update it over time.No data shared with third partiesLearn more about how developers declare sharing


This app may collect these data typesApp info and performance and Device or other IDs


Data is encrypted in transit

Data canâ€™t be deleted


See details
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December 24, 2023
I used this app free ,and scanned documents and send them from last year till now ,I used it to scan and send documents to get my partner into the country it worked perfect with very easy simple buttons and it's very light weight app it just works amazing ,I went ahead and paid the 3 dollars because it's the best ,working with emails ,and drop box and other apps this app did it and I was successful with all my papers ,so 3dollars forever is a great price I love the app
152 people found this review helpful
Did you find this helpful?

Yes


No
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March 11, 2024
Its really helps me when it's to scan and saving of new files.
6 people found this review helpful
Did you find this helpful?

Yes


No
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December 23, 2023
Uninstalled. Too simplistic for the paid version. Auto cropping of a white page on a black background was not even accurate and required manual post cropping. Color scan was much too dark and yet there were no manual adjustments except 3 as black and white versions. No size, no resolution, no manual filter adjustments, no renaming templates, no filing, no folders and too few options. Bizarre and the developer wants money for an app that is far out featured by even free scanners. Poor SDK use.
47 people found this review helpful
Did you find this helpful?

Yes


No




Digitalchemy, LLC
December 28, 2023

Hello! There is no paid subscription in our application at the moment, which would extend the functionality of the application. The only paid feature in the app is "Remove ads". We appreciate your feedback and I will pass it on to the development team for further consideration. Have a nice day! - Lisa






See all reviews




What's new



âœ“ This release brings impovements for scanning in live time. 
âœ“ Ability to share docs and images to PDF Scanner is available now.
âœ“ Minor issues reported by users were fixed. 
âœ“ Please send us your feedback!
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